Going further with Gephi and Tableau
Exercise 2
In this exercise you will use an existing Gephi visualisation (ideally the one you used for
Exercise 1) to find the clusters, or sub-networks, within your network visualisation.

1. Open your existing Gephi file.

2. Gephi’s cluster detection tools are available from the Statistics tab in the
right sidebar. Click the Run button next to Modularity.

3. For now, stick with the default settings. Click OK.

4. After a moment, Gephi will return a Modularity Report. This will tell you how
many ‘communities’ (i.e. clusters) the algorithm has identified (in our sample,
86 clusters). Print, copy, or save if you want to, and click Close.

5. In the Appearance box in the left sidebar select Nodes, Attribute, then the
colour palette icon, and finally find Modularity Class on the drop-down
menu that appears.

You’ll now see a ranked list of clusters with assigned numerical IDs, along with the
percentage of all nodes that each cluster accounts for. In our example, the largest
cluster (ID 0) contains just over 10% of all nodes in the network.

6. Before we visualise these clusters, we should assign a better palette. In the
bottom right corner of the Appearance box, click Palette… and Generate…

In our example, we have 86 clusters, but only the largest of these will be relevant to
our analysis - the smallest clusters may consist of only a small handful of peripheral
nodes. So, we’ll apply new colours only to the most prominent clusters in the
network.
7. Leave Limit number of colours ticked, and set the limit to about one quarter
of your total number of clusters (which is shown as the Values count in the
dialogue window). Finally, select Intense as the preset colour range, and
click Generate.

8. Ideally, the colour bars that appear should be clearly distinct from each other.
If you’re unhappy with the selection of colours, click Generate again;
otherwise, click OK.

9. The colours in the Appearance box in the left sidebar will now also have
updated. Click Apply to apply them to your graph.

You should now clearly see a few clusters in your graph. These may be easier to see
on a dark background, so change the colour of the Graph canvas.
10. In the bottom left corner of the Graph canvas, right-click the lightbulb icon.

11. In the colour selector that opens, choose black or a dark grey colour, and
click OK.

Explore your network to better understand the clusters and their key accounts. To
help with this, allow Gephi to show you the labels of highlighted nodes.
12. Expand the display options at the bottom of the Graph canvas by clicking
the arrow in the bottom right corner. On the Labels tab, tick Node and
Hide non-selected. You may want to change the Label colour to black rather
than white, by clicking the Color button. Finally, in Configure… select Id
rather than Label as the data point that should be displayed.

Zoom in and inspect the clusters. Based on your knowledge of your network, do the
clusters make sense? Do they distinguish between regions of the network that you
think should be united, or do they lump together sections that you think should be
separate?
In our network some accounts by UN and other organisations are allocated to
different clusters, when intuitively they seem to belong together. This may be
appropriate (perhaps the accounts don’t interact often), but it could also be a sign
that the modularity algorithm has been trying to find cluster distinctions where there
are none.

13. Another way to explore your clusters is to use a filter. Use the magnifying
glass icon to zoom back out to the full graph, or use the mouse scroll
wheel.

14. In the Filters tab on the right sidebar, expand Attributes > Partition, and
drag Modularity Class (Node) onto the Drag filter here target below.

15. Select one of the partitions shown in the Partition (Modularity Class)
Settings box, and click Filter.

16. Try different clusters, and combinations, and see what conclusions you can
draw.
For instance, our top two clusters in the network represent clearly distinct regions,
and exhibit very different network structures. The red cluster contains some UN and
related accounts that each have their own immediate networks, but remain
somewhat separate. The blue cluster contains community organisations, sustainable
businesses, and activists that are clearly much more closely engaged. The challenge
as researchers is to interpret what drives these clear differences in structure.

Importantly, remember that the clusters detected here are by no means the only
possible result; what the modularity algorithm detects depends on its initial settings.
Try a number of other options, to find more or fewer clusters.
17. First, click Stop on your current filter to make sure the algorithm processes
your entire network.

18. In the Statistics tab in the right sidebar, click the modularity algorithm’s Run
button once again.

19. Try a higher value for Resolution this time. This will create fewer, larger
clusters. We’re using a value of 2 here, but you may want to experiment.
Enter your Resolution setting, and click OK.

20. This time, we’ve found 55 communities (i.e. clusters), rather than 86 - your
own values will differ, of course. Click Close on the Modularity Report.

21. In the Appearance box on the left sidebar, you’ll see a different distribution of
clusters and percentages. We’ll still need to re-apply our colour palette - click
Palette…, and chose the most recent option, and click Apply.

You should see a smaller number of network regions in more uniform colours.
Explore by zooming in and out, and re-apply your Modularity Class filter as well. But
first you must remove the old filter, to refresh the list of available cluster IDs.
22. To do so, right-click on the existing Partition (Modularity Class) filter in
Queries, and select Remove; then reinstate a Modularity Class (Node) filter
by referring back to step 5.

In our example, reducing the clusters has resulted in combining more of the UNrelated groups into a greater whole, while the sustainability experts cluster on the
right (now coloured red) has remained relatively unchanged:

23. Repeat the same steps with a much smaller Resolution setting for the
Modularity algorithm, too (we used 0.5, resulting in 120 clusters). This
should bring out much greater internal distinctions within clusters – note that
these may represent exaggerations.

As the Modularity algorithm allocates nodes to clusters, this information also
becomes available in the Gephi Data Laboratory. Before exploring this, make sure
you don’t have any Partition filters that are currently active.
24. In bottom right of the Filters box in the right sidebar, click Stop to remove all
current filters:

25. Next, switch over to the Data Laboratory tab.

The Modularity Class column now contains the cluster ID for each node, and is
updated each time you run the Modularity algorithm with a new setting.

Using the Export table function, you can also export this other Gephi metrics. These
can then be re-imported back into Tableau as another datapoint for further analysis.

Further analysis in Tableau
26. Following on from the previous steps, click Export table. In the box that
appears always select Id, in order to clearly associate the metrics with an
identifiable node. Then, choose any other datapoints you’re interested in. In
our case, we’ll choose Id and Modularity Class. Click OK.

27. Give the file a meaningful name, e.g. #climatechange-clusters.csv.

28. Open Tableau, and load the Tableau workbook containing your original
Twitter data. Select Data > New Data Source.

29. Select Text File, and choose the file you’ve just exported from Gephi (in
our case, #climatechange-clusters.csv).

A preview of the data should now appear in Tableau.

30. Create a New Worksheet.

You must now link the two data sources: your original data in Tableau, and your
cluster data from Gephi. Connect them using the names of each Twitter account, but
these are in lowercase in the Gephi data.
31. So, first select the original data source in the left sidebar, click on the
arrow next to From User, and select Create > Calculated Field…

32. We will call the field From User (lowercase) and use the formula
LOWER([From User]). Click OK when ready.

33. Select Data > Edit Relationships… from the drop-down menu.

34. In the window that appears, select Custom and click Add…

35. Choose From User (lowercase) and Id as the two fields that should be
linked. Click OK to confirm, and OK again to close the Relationships window.

36. From the original data source in the left sidebar, drag Id Str (Count
(Distinct)) onto Columns, and Tweet Type onto Color.

37. In the left sidebar, switch to the dataset we exported from Gephi.

38. Drag Modularity Class from Measures to Dimensions.

39. Tick the link icon next to Id.

40. Now drag Modularity Class onto Rows.

You have now identified the different volumes of tweets, divided into the different
tweet types, that your various clusters have contributed to the overall dataset. If you
are using your dataset from the FutureLearn course and have previously filtered out
any nodes from your network in Gephi, the Null row in the graph will contain those
tweets from those accounts that you filtered out.

You can now also use the Modularity Class value imported from Gephi in other
analyses in Tableau. Filter by Modularity class, for example, to calculate the activity
metrics for the accounts in a selected cluster only.

Even without any visualisation, you could use Gephi to calculate these additional
node metrics and re-import them back into Tableau. This opens up many possibilities
for analysis, so experiment!
41. Make sure you save your Tableau and Gephi datasets regularly. In Tableau,
use File > Save

42. Now in Gephi, use File > Export > Graph file… to export your network data
in .gexf format, but this time save the full network. For our example data,
we’re using #climatechange-clusters.gexf as a filename.

